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kishore biyani is taking retail india to the next level. his company represents the journey of retailing in the 21st century and is going to be the leading retailing company in india for
years to come. businessman kishore biyani, who has a net worth of over $2.75 billion, has spent more than $10 billion on indian fashion retail. he is the chairman of future group, a

$30 billion retail conglomerate, and one of india’s most successful entrepreneurs. kishore is also known for frugal, efficient, low-cost processes for efficient low-cost operations.
hence, he explained, the network would be used to scale up the strategy and to explore new retail formats. biyani also emphasised that the network would be open for all partners,
adding that he has always believed in the power of dialogue and partnership to solve problems. he recalled the time when pantaloon sales offices came under the scanner of the cbi

for alleged hawala transactions. in 2001, he created the pantaloon foundation which would later go on to establish the nabcores (national advisory board for commerce and retail
excellence) to help retailers keep their operations clean and transparent. in recent times, he has launched the india retail academy, which would give retail managers the know-how

to manage their stores effectively. the future group has also expanded across other segments, including financial services with the u.a.f.s.l. insurance arm and the efinancial
services arm, the second-largest banking group in india. all these arms operate through separate business units, which means that the group could explore partnerships across

these segments. in fact, biyani said that the book would contain insights from these business units.
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represents the journey of retailing in the 21st century and is going to

be the leading retailing company in india for years to come.
businessman kishore biyani, who has a net worth of over $2.75 billion,

has spent more than $10 billion on indian fashion retail. he is the
chairman of future group, a $30 billion retail conglomerate, and one
of india’s most successful entrepreneurs. kishore is also known for

frugal, efficient, low-cost processes for efficient low-cost operations.
hence, he explained, the network would be used to scale up the

strategy and to explore new retail formats. biyani also emphasised
that the network would be open for all partners, adding that he has
always believed in the power of dialogue and partnership to solve
problems. he recalled the time when pantaloon sales offices came

under the scanner of the cbi for alleged hawala transactions. in 2001,
he created the pantaloon foundation which would later go on to

establish the nabcores (national advisory board for commerce and
retail excellence) to help retailers keep their operations clean and

transparent. in recent times, he has launched the india retail
academy, which would give retail managers the know-how to manage

their stores effectively. the future group has also expanded across
other segments, including financial services with the u.a.f.s.l.

insurance arm and the efinancial services arm, the second-largest
banking group in india. all these arms operate through separate

business units, which means that the group could explore
partnerships across these segments. in fact, biyani said that the book
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